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Event clusters are narrative–like memory structures that draw together infor-
mation about causally and thematically related events (Brown &
Schopflocher, 1998a, 1998b). Prior research, using a method called event
cueing, indicates that clusters play an important role in the organization of au-
tobiographical memory and suggests that cluster formation is a by–product of
the normal processes required to plan, execute, evaluate, and discuss mean-
ingful event sequences. Two new event–cueing experiments are reported in
this article. In the first, participants (undergraduates) were cued with personal
memories from the past week, the recent past (high school), or the distant past
(gradeschool)andwererequiredtorespondtoeachofthecueingeventsbyre-
trieving a second, related personal event (the cued event). Cueing and cued
events were often drawn from the same cluster. However, cueing events from
the distant past were somewhat less likely to elicit clustermates than cueing
events from the past week or the recent past. Experiment 2 demonstrated that
participants responded to cueing events fastest when they were instructed to
retrieve clustermates and slowest when they were required not to retrieve
clustermates. These findings rule out biased retrieval as an explanation for the
frequent recall of clustermates and suggests that the cluster rates provide a
conservative measure of the prevalence of event clusters in autobiographical
memory.
Event clusters are narrative–like memory structures that draw to-
gether information about events that are causally or thematically re-
lated (Brown&Schopflocher, 1998a, 1998b). Priorresearch indicates
thattheseclustersplayanimportantroleintheorganizationofauto-
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by–product of normal processes required to plan, execute, evaluate,
and discuss meaningful event sequences. Support for these claims
hascomefromaseriesofexperimentsthathaveemployedamethod
calledeventcueing(Brown&Schopflocher,1998a,1998b;Fitzgerald,
1980; Sato, 2002; Wright & Nunn, 2000). Two new event–cueing ex-
perimentsarereportedinthisarticle.Theaimofthefirstexperiment
wastoassesstheprevalenceofeventclustersacrossdifferentlifepe-
riods. The aim of the second was to determine whether cluster rates
obtained using the event–cueing method provide an accurate index
oftheactual frequencyofthesestructuresinautobiographical mem-
ory. Before turning to these experiments, the event–cueing project is
briefly reviewed.
The typical event–cueing experiment involves five tasks: an
event–generation task, an event–cueing task, a relation–coding task,
adatingtask,andanimportance–rating task.Duringtheevent–gen-
eration task, participants are required to recall a set of personal
events and to provide a brief description of each. In some experi-
ments,theseeventsareelicitedbywordcues(Robinson,1976;Rubin,
1982);inothers,theyareselectedbytheparticipantsbecausetheyare
considered to be particularly important. During the second task, the
event descriptions generated during Task 1 are presented one at a
time; and the participant is required to respond to each of these
cueingeventsbyrecallingasecondrelatedevent,thecuedevent.The
thirdtaskrequiresparticipantstoindicatehowthecueingeventand
the cued event are related to one another. During this phase, each
eventpairispresentedonthecomputerdisplayalongwitharelation
menu. This menu allows participants to indicate whether the cueing
event and cued event took place in the same location, whether the
two events involved the same people, whether they describe the
same type of activity, whether one event caused the other, whether
one event was part of the other, or whether both were part of some
larger story. During the last two tasks, participants date and rate the
importance of each of the cueing and cued events.
Responsescollectedduringtherelation–coding task,orTask3,are
usedtodeterminetheclusteringstatusofeacheventpair.Eventsare
considered to be members of the same cluster only when the partici-
pantsindicatethatthetwoeventswerecausallyrelated,thatonepair
memberwasnestedwithintheother,orthatbothmemberswerepart
of the same broader story. Clustered pairs differ from nonclustered
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the cueing event accesses a clustermate than when it does not; the
eventsinclusteredpairstendtobemoresimilarinagethaneventsin
nonclusteredpairs;andcuedandcueingeventsaremorelikelytore-
fer to the same people, locations, and activities when the events are
membersofthesameclusterthanwhentheyarenot.Inaddition,un-
der most conditions, clustered pairs tend to be far more common
than nonclustered pairs, though cueing events are more likely to
elicitclustermateswhentheyareimportantthanwhentheyarenot.
These core findings have three implications. First, the prevalence
of event clusters revealed by event–cueing experiments indicates
thatthesestory–likestructuresplayacentralroleinorganizingauto-
biographical memories. Second, the pervasiveness of these struc-
tures,regardlessoftheimportanceofthecueingevent,suggeststhat
cluster formation is a by–product of normal processes required to
plan, execute, and evaluate meaningful action sequences
(Hayes–Roth & Hayes–Roth, 1979; Roese & Olson, 1995; Trabasso &
van den Broek, 1985). Third, the relation between importance and
clustering suggests that important events receive additional mem-
ory–relevant processing, processing not allotted to events of a more
mundane type.
Oneobvious sourceofthisadditional processingisnarration. Cer-
tainly, people create and recount stories that describe significant or
interesting personal experiences (e.g., Bruner, 1991; Bruner &
Feldman, 1996; Robinson & Taylor, 1998). In principle, the composi-
tion and communication of these personal narratives should have
mnemonicconsequences.Theactofcomposing(ormodifying)aper-
sonal narrative is likely to reinforce preexisting interevent associa-
tions when they are considered important and to prune them when
theyarenot.Thecommunication ofanexistingnarrativecanbeseen
asaformofrehearsal,onethatimpedesforgettingofthestory’scon-
stituent events and the relations that hold between them. Given that
important events are more likely to undergo these narrative pro-
cesses than unimportant events (Anderson & Conway, 1993; Burt,
Mitchell, Raggatt, Jones, & Cowan, 1995), it follows that the former
should cue clustermates more often than the latter.
In brief, the pervasiveness of event clusters suggests that these
structures are created as a matter of course when people plan, exe-
cute, and evaluate goal–directed action sequences. The relationship
between cueing–event importance and clustermate retrieval sug-
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post–event narrative processing. These claims constitute the mat-
ter–of–course position. This position and the research that supports
itare consistent withthewidelyheldbeliefthat narrative–like struc-
tures are “a primary form of organization in autobiographical mem-
ory” (Robinson, 1992, p. 223; also see Barsalou, 1988; Brown, 1990;
Bruner, 1991; Conway, 1996; Fivush, 1991; Linton, 1986; Nelson,
1993; Schank & Abelson, 1995). At the same time, this approach dif-
fers in important ways from other prominent perspectives on event
memory. One of these assumes that socially mediated narrative in-
teractions are essential for the creation and maintenance of autobio-
graphical memories (Barclay, 1996; Fivush, 1991; Nelson, 1993;
Schank & Abelson, 1995). If so, one would expect that important
and/or interesting events (i.e., events worth recounting or discuss-
ing)arefrequentlyembeddedineventclustersandthatunimportant
and/oruninterestingeventsarenot.However,asnotedabove,event
clusters are common even when their constituent memories are
mundane and thus unlikely to attract comment (Brown &
Schopflocher, 1998b; Experiment 1 below). This suggests that the
formation of these clusters does not depend on overt rehearsal
and/or social mediation.
Another approach to autobiographical memory assumes that
events are organized around the concepts they embody. In particu-
lar,Schankandcolleagueshavearguedthat“actionconcepts”playa
central part in structuring autobiographical knowledge (Kolodner,
1983;Reiser,1983;Reiser,Black,&Abelson,1985;Schank,1982).This
position predicts that memories in event pairs almost always would
involvethesametypeofactionandthatsame–actionpairsshouldbe
much more common than pairs that overlap in other ways. Instead,
event–cueing experiments consistently demonstrate that paired
events share persons and locations at least as often as they involve
the same type of activity. These experiments also demonstrate that
no single relation dominates when people indicate what the event
pairshaveincommon.Thus,itseemsunlikelythatautobiographical
memory is organized by actions concepts or by any other single
conceptual class (e.g., persons, locations, emotions, etc.).
Experiment 1 was designed to provide additional evidence for the
matter–of–course positionbyexamining cueing–event ageandclus-
ter prevalence—an issue not addressed directly by prior
event–cueing experiments. In this experiment, participants were re-
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(high school), or the distant past (grade school). If clustering is a
by–product ofnormal eventprocessing,asthematter–of–course po-
sition contends, and if this type of event processing occurs in child-
hood, adolescence, and (young) adulthood, then clustering should
be common regardless of the age of the cueing events.
Thispredictionandtheinterpretationofpriorevent–cueingexper-
imentspresupposethatthepercentageofretrievedclustermatespro-
videsanaccurateindicationoftheproportionofeventmemoriesthat
are embedded in event clusters. There are, however, other plausible
explanations for the high rate of clustering obtained using the
event–cueing method. One possibility is that people are biased to
search for memories that are part of the same story as the current
event memory (perhaps because people are highly practiced at tell-
ing stories or because they are using script–like structures to gener-
ate retrieval cues) and that they consider other types of memories
only when the search for a same–story event fails. If people use this
biased two–stage search process, they should retrieve more
clustermates than non–clustermates, they should access the former
more rapidly than the latter, and this pattern should hold regardless
of how event memories are organized. Experiment 2 provides a test
of this biased–search hypothesis.
EXPERIMENT 1
The current experiment was designed to assess the relationship be-
tween event age and clustering. To do this, data were collected from
three groups using the standard five–task event–cueing method.
What differentiated one groupfrom theotherswererestrictionsthat
defined the age of an acceptable response in Task 1, the word–cued
event–generation task. Specifically, participants in the past–week
group were required to respond to each cueing word with a specific
personal memory that happened during the past week. Participants
in a second group, the recent–past group, were required to recall
eventsthatwereatleastoneyearoldandnomorethanfiveyearsold.
Because the people who took part in this experiment were first– and
second–year undergraduates, the recent–past target period over-
lapped with the years these students were in high school. Partici-
pants assigned to the third group, the distant–past group, were
instructedtoretrieveeventsthattookplaceduringchildhood.Inthis
condition, recall was restricted to events that happened no earlier
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thirteenth birthday.
As noted above, the matter–of–course position contends that clus-
tering is largely a consequence of normal event processing. If so,
cueingevents,regardlessoftheirage,shouldfrequentlyfacilitateac-
cess to clustermates. Underlying this prediction is the recognition
that actions we take on a daily basis are often goal–directed and/or
reactive and that children regularly engage in similar planful action
sequences. Of course, there also are important differences between
the time periods probed in this experiment and these differences
might have organizational consequences. For example, in the
past–week condition, some of the memories retrieved during the
word–cueingtaskmayrefertoeventsthathavenotyetproducedthe
reactions theyeventually will.Inthesecases, thecueing eventmight
failtoaccessaclustermatenotbecausethenormaleventprocessesdo
not create event clusters for mundane events but because the events
thatwilleventuallybesubsumedbyaneventclusterhavenotyetoc-
curred. Clustering might also be less common in the past–week con-
dition than in the recent–past condition because very recent cueing
events are often too mundane to warrant discussion or reevaluation
and thus are unlikely to elicit the mnemonically relevant post–event
processing.
Itisalsopossiblethateventcuesfromthedistantpastmightaccess
fewer clustermates than those from the more recent past. This might
happen because participants have forgotten some of the events that
were initially associated with the cueing event or because people
processevents somewhat differentlyinchildhood than theydo later
in life. Thus, although the matter–of–course position predicts that
event clusters should be common in each of the three conditions
studied in this experiment, there were reasons to expect that the re-
trieval of clustermates might be affected by the age of the cueing
event.
METHOD
PROCEDURE
Data were collected from three groups: a past–week group, a re-
cent–past group and a distant–past group. Regardless of condition,
participants performed the same 5 tasks, in the same order. During
Task1,theword–cueingtask,allparticipantswerepresentedwith14
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hicle, furniture, game, music, restaurant) and asked to respond to each
with the first personal event that came to mind, provided that it was
related to the cueing word and that it happened during the life pe-
riodspecifiedintheinstructions.Atthebeginningofthistask,partic-
ipants were told that the retrieved memory should refer to a specific
personal event that lasted at least a few minutes but no more than a
fewhours.Inthepast–weekcondition,participantswererequiredto
respond with memories that referred to events that were at least 24
hrs old but no more than seven days old. In the recent–past condi-
tion, participants had to respond to each cueing word with an event
memory that was at least a year old but no more than five years old.
In the distant–past condition, the events had to be drawn from a pe-
riod that was bounded by the participant’s fourth and thirteenth
birthdays.
Event descriptions generated during Task 1 served as retrieval
cues during Task 2. During the second task, participants were re-
quired to respond by retrieving the memory of a personal event that
was somehow related to the cueing event. The instructions noted
thatthecuedandcueingeventmightberelatedinanumber ofways
and warned participants that they should not respond with
evaluative statements, trivial details, descriptions of their emotional
states during the event, or generic event descriptions.
With the exception of these differences, the procedures followed
during Tasks 1 and 2 were identical. Participants initiated a trial by
pressing the ENTER key on a computer keyboard in response to a
messagepresentedonacomputer-controlledvideodisplay.Whenthe
ENTER key was pressed, the initiation prompt was replaced by a
cueing word (Task 1) or an event cue (Task 2). Participants were in-
structed to press the SPACE BAR as soon as they had an appropriate
event memory in mind, but not before. Pressing the SPACE BAR
causedan80–characterwideresponsefieldtoappearonthecomputer
screen. Participants typed a description of the recalled event in this
field and then pressed the ENTER key to complete the trial. This pro-
cedure made it possible to separate retrieval time (RT) from typing
time.Oneachtrial,RTwasmeasuredfromtheonsetofthecuewordor
e v e n tc u eu n t i lt h ep a r t i c i p a n tp r e s s e dt h eS P A C EB A R .I fap a r t i c i -
pantfailedtorespondtothecuewithin90s,thetrialwasterminated.
On each trial during Task 3, participants were presented with an
event pair (i.e., a cueing event and the cued event it elicited) and the
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lines:DidEventA(thecueingevent)andEventB(thecuedevent)in-
volve the same person or persons? Did Event A and Event B involve
the same activity? Did Event A and Event B occur at the same loca-
tion?Didoneoftheeventscausetheother?Isoneoftheeventspartof
theother?Arebothoftheseeventspartofasinglebroaderevent?Are
Event A and Event B related in some other way? Participants re-
sponded to each question by typing Y(es) or N(o) in the appropriate
response field.
During Tasks 4 and 5, participants were presented with the event
descriptions generated during the first and second tasks. During
Task4,participantsestimatedtheday,month,andyearwheneachof
the recalled events occurred. During Task 5, they rated the personal
importance ofeach event on a 1 (notimportant at all)to5 (extremely
important) scale. Tasks 3, 4, and 5 were untimed and self–paced.
ThefirsttwoeventsrecalledduringTask1servedaspracticeitems
during Task 2, and the event pairs made from the practice items ap-
pearedfirstduringTask3.DuringTasks4and5,thecueingandcued
events from the two practice pairs were randomized and presented
on the first four trials. Otherwise, cueing events were presented in a
random order during Task 2 and the event pairs were presented in a
random order during Task 3. Cueing and cued events were pre-
sented randomly in Tasks4 and 5, with the constraint that when one
member of a pair appeared during the first half of the task, the other
appeared during the second.
PARTICIPANTS
One hundred and seventy–four University of Alberta undergradu-
ates took part in this experiment. Participants were assigned at ran-
dom to one of the three groups, with the constraint that an equal
number (58) were placed in each. All were Introductory Psychology
students who received course credit for their cooperation, and each
was tested individually in a session lasting from 1.5 to 2 hrs.
RESULTS
The results of this experiment are reported in three parts: the first
deals with the effect of the age restriction on the cue–word task, the
secondprovidesanoverviewofbetween–groupdifferences,andthe
42 BROWNthird focuses on the relationship between cluster status and
performance.
Because responses from the practice trials were eliminated, each
participant could contribute data from a maximum of 12 event
pairs.Priortoconductinganyoftheanalysesreportedbelow,apair
of coders read through all (non–practice) event descriptions gener-
atedduringTask1 andTask2 andclassifiedeachaseither“accept-
able” or “unacceptable.” Acceptable responses were ones that
referredtospecificautobiographicalevents,whereasunacceptable
ones described recurring events, emotional states or reactions, mi-
nor details of the cueing event, or general aspects of the self or the
world.
PERFORMANCE ON THE WORD–CUEING TASK
Overall, participants in the distant–past condition had more diffi-
culty recalling specific event memories in response to the word cues
than did those in the recent–past condition or the past–week condi-
tion.Thisdifficultymanifesteditselfintwoways.First,ittooklonger
to retrieve event memories in the distant–past condition than in the
other two conditions; second, when memories from the distant past
were retrieved, they were less likely to refer to specific events than
were memories from the more recent periods.
Theseclaimsarebasedontwoone–way ANOVAs,oneperformed
onmedianRTsandtheotherontheunacceptable–response percent-
ages. In both cases, each participant in each group contributed a me-
dian RT, which was computed over all acceptable and unacceptable
responses,1 and an unacceptable–response percentage, which was
computed by dividing the number of unacceptable responses pro-
duced by a given participant by 12.
On average, median RT in Task 1 increased from 5.71 s in the
past–weekconditionto7.64sintherecent–pastcondition,to9.00sin
thedistant–pastcondition,F(2,171)=5.21,p<.01,MSE=30.38.Ofthe
past–week responses, 11% were considered unacceptable, as were
7% of the recent–past responses, and 16% of the distant–past re-
sponses, F(2,171) = 4.76, p = .01, MSE = 2.20. A set of Least–Squares
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1.Time-outswereuncommoninthistask,occurringon2%ofthepast-weektrials,1%of
the recent-past trials, and 3% of the distant-past trials,F < 1.0.Differences (LSD) tests conducted on the RT data indicated that the
distant–pastmediansweresignificantlyslowerthanthemediansob-
served in the past–week and recent–past conditions and that the re-
trieval times in the recent–past condition were not significantly
slower than those in the past–week condition.2 LSD tests performed
onunacceptable–responsepercentagesindicatedthatparticipantsin
the distant–past group also were reliably less likely to respond to
wordcueswithacceptableeventmemoriesthanwerethoseinthere-
cent–past group. By this measure, performance in the past–week
condition was not significantly better than performance in the dis-
tant–past condition nor was it significantly worse than it was in the
recent–past condition.
OVERVIEW OF PERFORMANCE ON THE
EVENT–CUEING TASK
Participants sometimes failed to recall an event memory of any sort
in response to a word cue or cueing event. Theyalso sometimes pro-
vided unacceptable responses in Tasks 1 and 2. As a result, it was
necessary to groom the data set before analyzing the event–cueing
taskandcharacterizing theeventpairs.Thiswasdoneinthreesteps.
First, data were not considered when a participant timed out during
Task 1 and responses concerning cueing events were discarded
whentheparticipanttimedoutduringTask2.Second,botheventsin
a pair were discarded when either was judged to be unacceptable.
Third, all data obtained from participants who produced fewer than
six(of12)acceptableeventpairswereexcluded.Theprocessresulted
intheeliminationof12participantsfromthepast–weekgroup,three
from the recent–past group, and 12 from the distant–past group. On
average, each of the remaining 46 past–week participants produced
8.37acceptableeventpairs,eachoftheremaining55recent–pastpar-
ticipants produced 9.78 acceptable event pairs, and each of the re-
maining46distant–pastparticipantsproduced9.09acceptableevent
pairs,F(2,144)=8.12,p <.001,MSE=3.08.Inotherwords,385,538,
and411acceptablepairswerecollectedfromretainedparticipants
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2. The same pattern holds when medians were computed for acceptable responses
alone.InthiscasetheaveragemedianRTsare5.67s,7.67s,and9.24sforthepast-week,re-
cent-past, and distant-past groups, respectively,F(2,171) = 5.68, p < .01, MSE = 32.84.in past–week, recent–past, and distant–past conditions,
respectively.3
Data associated with acceptable event pairs were used to compute
the following measures for each retained participant in each of the
three groups: median Task 1 RT, median Task 2 RT, mean rated im-
portance for cueing events, mean rated importance for cued events,
median cueing event age, median cued event age, and a median age
difference (event age difference = |cueing–event age – cued–event
age|). A cluster rate also was computed for each of the retained par-
ticipants.Apositiveresponsetothecausalquestion,thenestedques-
tion, or the same–story question during the relation–coding task
(Task 3) was taken as an indication that the events in the pair were
drawn from the same event cluster. This criterion was used to deter-
mine, for each participant, the percentage of acceptable event pairs
composed ofclustermates. Separate one–way (group: past–week vs.
recent–past vs. distant–past) ANOVAs (and LSD tests when
appropriate) were performed on each measure.
Table 1 presents group averages for these measures and indicates
which ANOVAs yielded reliable between–group differences. There
are two important things to notice about these data. First, in this ex-
periment, as in prior ones (Brown & Schopflocher, 1998a, 1998b),
clustering was common, with clustermates being retrieved more
than half the time regardless of the age of the cueing event. Second,
clustering was not equally common across conditions, F(2,144) =
3.68, p < .05, MSE = 6.18. In particular, event cues from the distant
past (54%) were reliably less likely to elicit clustermates than those
from the recent past (69%). The average cluster rate for the
past–weekgroup(63%)fellbetweenthetwootherrates,butwasnot
reliably different from either.4
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3. Given that event memories from the very recent past are highly accessible (Brown &
Schopflocher, 1998a; Nelson, 1993; Reiser, 1983), it is interesting that participants in the
past-weekconditionhadmoredifficultyproducingacceptableeventpairsthandidpartic-
ipants in the recent-past and distant-past conditions. One possible explanation for this is
that the experiences confined to any given week are necessarily more limited than those
that occurred over a five or ten year span. As a result, it is less likely that a given cueing
wordwouldberelatedtoaneventthathappenedinthepastweekthanonethathappened
during the periods defined in the other two conditions.
4. These mean cluster rates were very similar to the raw cluster rates, which were com-
puted for eachcondition by dividing the total number of clustered pairs by the total num-
ber of acceptable pairs. The raw cluster rates were 63%, 69%, and 54% for the past-week,
recent-past, and distant-past conditions respectively,χ2(2, N = 1334) = 17.24, p < .001.In addition, it is worth noting that the age of the cueing events in-
creasedfrom3.36daysinthepast–weekconditionto637.81daysinthe
recent–past condition to 4141.52 days in the distant–past condition,
F(2,144) = 704.02, p < .0001, MSE = 330036.81. This provides a simple
manipulation check, as it indicates that event retrieval was directly af-
fected by the constraints included in the Task 1 instructions. The aver-
a g em e d i a na g eo ft h ec u e de v e n t sa n dt h ea v e r a g em e d i a nd i f f e r e n c e
between cueing and cued events also increased across conditions: for
cued–event age, F(2,144) = 139.47, p < .0001, MSE = 857733.12, and for
event age differences, F(2,144) = 22.49, p < .0001, MSE = 470837.55.
Alsoofsomeinterestaretheimportanceratings,whichsuggestthat
participantsinallgroupsconsideredtheeventstheyretrievedinTask
1 and Task 2 to be moderately important, with recent–past cueing
eventsreceivinghigherratingsthancueingeventsfromthepastweek
and the distant past: for cueing events, F(2, 144) = 6.26, p<.01, MSE =
0.41,andforcuedevents,F<1.0.Finally,theanalysisofmedianTask1
RTs, which in this case was restricted to trials associated with accept-
ableeventpairsproducedbyretainedparticipants,parallelsthemore
inclusiveANOVAdescribedabove:asbeforeRTincreasedwithevent
age,F(2,144)=3.89,p<.05,MSE=23.56.AlthoughTask2RTsalsoin-
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TABLE 1. Experiment 1 Averages and Standard Errors (in parenthesis), Computed
Over Participants, for MD Task 1 and Task 2 RTs, MD Task 1 and Task 2 Event Age,
MD Age Difference, Mean Task 1 and Task 2 Rated Importance, and Percent Clustered
Cueing Event Periods
Past Week Recent Past Distant Past
Task 1 RT (s)* 6.11 (0.60) 7.38 (0.71) 8.93 (0.74)
Task 2 RT (s)ns 8.93 (0.88) 9.64 (0.91) 10.87 (1.09)
Task 1 Event Age (days ago)**** 3.36 (0.19) 637.81 (43.68) 4141.52 (142.20)
Task 2 Event Age (days ago)**** 104.93 (36.43) 537.83 (43.21) 3064.91 (235.93)
Age Difference (days)**** 101.95 (36.46) 174.95 (29.77) 957.34 (173.65)
Task 1 Rated Importance** 2.59 (0.10) 2.89 (0.08) 2.44 (0.10)
Task 2 Rated Importancens 2.78 (0.09) 2.63 (0.08) 2.68 (0.09)
% Clustered* 62.91 (3.65) 67.15 (2.98) 53.83 (4.12)
Note. Superscript symbols denote significance levels derived from a one–way (between–group)
ANOVA(with2and144degreesoffreedom)performedontheindicatedmeasure.Significancelevels
associatedwiththesesymbolsareasfollows:ns=p>.10;+=0.10<p<0.05;*=p<.05;**=p<.01;***=p
< 0.001; **** = p < 0.0001.creased across conditions, this difference was not significant, F < 1.0.
Event age and RT are considered further below.
CLUSTER–STATUS EFFECTS
The two primary goals of the present study were to replicate previ-
ously reported cluster–status effects (Brown & Schopflocher, 1998a,
1998b) and to determine whether event age influences these effects.
Data bearing on these issues are presented in Table 2 and Figure 1.
The RTs, event–age data, and importance ratings reported in these
exhibits are medians computed separately over all acceptable clus-
tered pairs and all acceptable nonclustered pairs produced by all re-
tained participants from each of the three groups. Similarly, the
relation–code percentages listed in Table 2 were computed sepa-
rately over all acceptable clustered pairs and all acceptable
nonclustered pairs.5
Twosetsofstatisticaltestswereconducted.Oneindicated,foreach
of the measures listed in Table 2, whether clustered pairs produced
by participants in a given group differed reliably from the corre-
sponding nonclustered pairs. For example, one of these tests indi-
cated that participants in the past–week condition were more likely
to specify that a cueing event and cued event took place in the same
location when the events were drawn from the same cluster (49%)
thanwhentheywerenot(31%).Thesecondsetofstatisticsexamined
between–group differences separately for clustered pairs and
nonclustered pairs. Returning to the location example, one of these
tests indicated that the probability of providing a same–location re-
sponse to clustered pairs was unaffected by the age of the cueing
event. A second test indicated that the same was true for
same–location responses elicited by nonclustered pairs.
Kruskal–Wallis tests were used to determine whether observed
differencesinRT,eventdating,andratedimportancewerereliable.
Simple χ2 tests performed the same function for the data collected
during the relation–coding task. Significance levels obtained from
thesetestsareindicatedinTable2bythesuperscriptletterssuffixed
to the cluster–pair values and by the superscript symbols suffixed
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5.Inwhatfollows,participantwasnotusedastheunitofanalysisbecausesomeindivid-
uals only produced clustered pairs, whereas others produced very few.to the row stubs. The superscript letters indicate reliable
within–group cluster–status effects and the superscript symbols in-
dicate reliable between–group effects obtained holding cluster-sta-
tus constant.
The results presented in Table 2 can be summarized quite sim-
ply. With a few minor exceptions, the current experiment repli-
catestheclusteringeffectsobservedinpriorstudiesandindicates
thateventclustersfromthepastweek,therecentpast,andthedis-
tant past are much the same. As noted above, prior event–cueing
experiments have demonstrated that: (a) clustered events tend to
occur close together in time and nonclustered events do not; (b)
clustered pairs are more likely than nonclustered pairs to refer to
t h es a m ep e o p l e ,t a k ep l a c ea tt h es a m el o c a t i o n ,a n di n v o l v et h e
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FIGURE 1. Median Response Times (RTs) as a function of the event age, for the retrieval of ac-
ceptable cueing events in Task 1 (unfilleddiamonds) and acceptable clustered events (filled cir-
cles) and nonclustered events in Task 2 (filled square). Experiment 1 data.sameactivity;(c)participantsretrievecuedeventsfasterwhenthe
cueingandcuedeventarepartofthesameclusterthanwhenthey
are not; and (d) important cueing events are more likely to elicit
clustermates than less important cueing events (Brown &
Schopflocher,1998b).Datarelevanttoeachofthesecluster–status
effects are presented below.
Cluster Status and Dating Differences.It is obvious from data pre-
sentedinTable2thatbetween–eventtemporaldifferencesincreased
sharply with the age of the cueing events, and that this was true re-
gardless of cluster status: for clustered pairs, Kruskal–Wallis test
χ2(2, N = 822) = 82.29, p <.0001, and for nonclustered pairs,
Kruskal–Wallis test χ2(2, N = 512) = 135.58, p < .0001. More impor-
tantly, temporal proximity and cluster status were related in each
condition. Specifically, clustered events differed by 0 days, 6.5 days,
and92.0daysinthepast–week,recent–past,anddistant–pastcondi-
tions, respectively. Comparable differences for nonclustered events
were 104.0 days, 361.5 days, and 2392.0 days: for the past–week con-
dition,Kruskal–Wallistestχ2(1,N=385)=135.58,p<.0001,forthere-
cent–past condition, Kruskal–Wallis test χ2(1, N = 538) = 88.37, p <
.0001, and for the distant–past condition, Kruskal–Wallis test χ2(1, N
= 411) = 115.64, p < .0001.
Cluster Status and Coded Relations.To the extent that the date esti-
mates are accurate, the between–group difference in the dates as-
signed to clustered events suggests that clusters from the three
periods might be quite different. However, data from the rela-
tion–coding task indicated that event clusters from the three peri-
ods had much in common, whereas clustered pairs and
nonclustered pairs seemed to be very different even when they
were drawn from the same period. Consistent with prior research:
(a) events in clustered pairs were more likely than those in
nonclusteredpairstosharethesamepeople(forthepastweek,50%
vs.34%,χ2(1,N=385)=9.10,p<.01;andfortherecentpast,53%vs.
38%,χ2(1,N=538)=11.75,p<.001;forthedistantpast,61%vs.35%,
χ2(1, N = 411) = 28.37, p < .0001); (b) events in clustered pairs were
more likely than those in nonclustered pairs to take place in the
samelocation(forthepastweek,49%vs.31%,χ2(1,N=385)=12.53,
p < .001; for the recent past, 52% vs. 32%, χ2(1, N = 538) = 19.60, p <
.0001;andforthedistantpast,58%vs.25%,χ2(1,N=411)=46.01,p<
.0001);and(c)eventsinclusteredpairswerelesslikelythanthosein
nonclustered pairs to be related by some relation not listed on the
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.relationmenu(forthepastweek,10%vs.31%,χ2(1,N=385)=26.30,
p < .0001; for the recent past, 17% vs. 29%, χ2(1, N = 538) = 9.38, p <
.01; and for the distant past, 19% vs. 36%, χ2(1, N = 411) = 14.65, p <
.0001). Also in keeping with prior research, clustered pairs were
more likely than nonclustered pairs to involve the same type of ac-
tivity for the recent–past condition (41% vs. 34%, χ2(1, N = 538) =
2.96,.10<p <.01)andthedistant–pastcondition(40%vs.30%,χ2(1,
N=411)=4.71,p < .05),butnotinthepast–weekcondition(40%vs.
49%, χ2(1, N = 385) = 3.01, .10 < p < .05).
The reverse cluster–status effect obtained for the activity relation
in the past–week condition occurred because events in the
nonclusteredpairs(49%)weremorelikelytoinvolvethesameactiv-
ity than were those in the nonclustered pairs from the recent–past
(34%) and distant–past conditions (30%; χ2(2, N = 512) = 14.20, p <
.001).Incontrast,theprobabilityofasame–activityresponseforclus-
teredpairswasessentiallythesameacrossthethreetimeperiods(for
past week, 40%, for recent past, 41%; and for the distant past, 40%;
χ2(2, N = 822) < 1.0). Similarly, event age was unrelated to the proba-
bility that events in the clustered pairs would share a location (for
past week, 49%; for recent past, 52%; and for the distant past, 58%;
χ2(2, N = 822) = 3.80, p > .10) or that they would be coded as being
causally related (for past week, 64%; for recent past, 69%; for distant
past, 67%; χ2(2, N = 822) = 1.73, p > .10), nested one within the other
(forpastweek,53%;forrecentpast61%;fordistantpast,57%;χ2(2,N
= 822) = 4.48, p = .10), or part of the same broader stories (for past
week 54%; for recent past 47%; for distant past 51%; χ2(2, N = 822) =
2.88, p > .10). It is true that same–person responses (for past week,
50%;forrecentpast,53%;fordistantpast,61%;χ2(2,N=822)=6.21,p
< .05) and other–relation responses (for past week 10%; for recent
past17%;fordistantpast19%;χ2(2,N=822)=8.99,p<.05)weremost
commonwhentheclusteredpairsoccurredinthedistantpast.How-
ever, when compared to the many large cluster–status differences
reportedabove,thesebetween–groupdifferencesarequitemodest.
Cluster Status and Retrieval Times.Taken as a whole, data from the
relation coding task support the conclusion that event clusters from
very different time periods are structured in much the same way.
RTs from the event–cuing task (Task 2) provide additional support
for this claim. Median retrieval times for the recovery of same–clus-
terand different–cluster events during Task2 are plotted in Figure1
(also see Table 2). For purposes of comparison, the median Task 1
52 BROWNRTs, computed over all acceptable word–cued responses provided
by all retained participants, are presented as well.
It is clear from this figure that the speed with which participants re-
sponded to the cueing events depended in an interactive manner on
the age of the cueing event and the nature of the relation that held be-
tweenthecueingeventandthecuedevent.Replicatingpreviousfind-
ings, clustermates were retrieved more readily than nonclustered
event memories, at least when the cueing event came from the recent
past (for clustered pairs, median RT = 7.33 s; for nonclustered pairs,
medianRT=8.85s;Kruskal–Wallistestχ2(1,N=538)=5.38,p<.05)or
the more distant past (for clustered pairs, median RT = 8.33 s; for
nonclusteredpairs,medianRT=10.56s;Kruskal–Wallistestχ2(1,N=
411) = 7.77, p < .01). Cluster–status was not reliably related to the re-
trievaltimesinthepast–weekcondition(forclusteredpair,medianRT
= 7.05 s; for nonclustered pairs, median RT = 6.85 s; Kruskal–Wallis
test χ2(1, N = 385) < 1.0). This pattern of differences emerged because
Task 2 RTs were relatively fast and little affected by event age when
the cueing and cued events were drawn from the same cluster,
whereas RTs increased quite sharply across the conditions when the
cueing event failed to access a clustermate; for clustered pairs,
Kruskal–Wallistestχ2(2,N=822)=4.76,p=.09;fornonclusteredpairs,
Kruskal–Wallis test χ2(2, N = 512) = 11.89, p < .01.
The relatively flat RT function for clustermates is consistent with
theideathatcueingeventsthatelicitclustermatesdosobecausethey
tapintopreexistingmemorystructuresandthatretrievalfromanac-
cessed cluster is little affected by its age. In contrast, the increase in
retrieval time observed when clustermates are not retrieved indi-
cates that participants had more difficulty finding related event
memories when thecueing eventswereold than when theywerere-
cent. As is apparent in Figure 1, this pattern closely parallels the one
produced when participants in the three groups were responding to
word cues during Task 1, though the nonclustered Task 2 RTs were
about 2.5 s slower than the Task 1 RTs.
The difference between the Task 1 RTs and the Task 2 nonclustered
RTs is of little importance as it is probably related to the amount of
readingrequiredbefore the retrievalprocesscan begin (i.e., one word
in Task 1 vs. one sentence in Task 2). Of more interest is the similarity
betweenthetwoRTfunctionsbecauseitsuggeststhattheage–related
factorsthatmaketheword–cueingtasksdifficultarealsoatplayinthe
event–cueingtask.Intheword–cueingtask,eventmemoriesareocca-
ON THE PREVALENCE OF EVENT CLUSTERS 53sionally retrieved directly from memory. More often, retrieval is me-
diated by an iterative process of cue–generation, fragment retrieval,
and evaluation (Brown, 1993; Brown & Schopflocher, 1998a; Norman
& Bobrow, 1979; Williams & Hollan, 1981). It follows that the age–re-
lated increase in Task 1 RTs and (by analogy) in nonclustered Task 2
RTsmaybeduetoadecreaseindirectaccesstoeventmemoriesacross
conditions,anincreaseinthenumberofretrievalcyclesrequiredtore-
callarelatedeventmemory,orboth.Regardless,theRTdifferencesin-
dicate that recent memories are more accessible than older ones
(Brown & Schopflocher, 1998a; Nelson, 1993; Reiser, 1983), at least
when the cue is not embedded in an event cluster.
Cluster Status and Rated Importance.The final issue addressed in
this section concerns the relation between event importance and
clustering. As in prior research, more important cueing events were
more likely to elicit clustermates than less important ones. Collaps-
ingoverthethreegroups,clusteringpercentagesforthefivelevelsof
ratedimportancewere54%,60%,64%,62%,and77%,χ2(4,N=1334)
=24.04,p<.0001.Althoughthisgeneralrelationshipbetweenimpor-
tance and clustering wasapparent ineach condition, areliable effect
of importance on clustering was obtained only in the distant–past
condition.Inthiscondition,clusteringpercentagesforthefivelevels
of rated importance were 46%, 56%, 58%, 45%, and 78%, χ2(4, N =
411) = 14.85, p < .01. In the past–week condition, the corresponding
percentageswere55%,60%,64%,71%,and72%,χ2(4,N=385)=6.33,
p > .10. In the recent–past condition, they were 63%, 63%, 68%, 65%,
and78%,χ2(4,N=538)=5.97,p>.1.Theseresultsmightsuggestthat
the relationship between importance and clustering is not particu-
larly robust. However, it is true that participants in each group were
far less likely to retrieve a clustermate when the cueing events were
considered tobeextremelyunimportant (i.e.,whentheyreceived an
importance rating of 1) than when they were considered to be ex-
tremely important (i.e., when they received an importance rating of
5).6 This suggests that some of the weakness in the relationship be-
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6. Restricting the analyses to only those pairs that included extremely unimportant
cueing events (rated importance = 1) andextremely important cuing events (rated impor-
tance = 5), χ2(1, N = 139) = 3.29, .05 < p < .10, for the past-week condition; χ2(1, N = 176) =
4.61, p < .05, for the recent-past condition, and χ2(1, N = 173) = 12.00, p < .001, for the dis-
tant-past condition.tween importance and clustering may be due to the uncertainty
associated with assigning importance ratings to event memories.
DISCUSSION
ThemainfindingsofExperiment1canbesummarizedasfollows:(a)
regardless of event age or importance, event memories were often
embedded in event clusters; (b) like events in a story, clustered
events, wereoften causally related, temporally proximate, and simi-
lar in content; (c) cueing events from the distant past were less likely
to elicit clustermates than were cueing events from the past week or
the recent past; (d) retrieval times were little affected by event age
when the cueing event elicited a clustermate; (e) RTs increased with
event age during the word–cueing task; they also increased in the
event–cueing task when the cueing event failed to elicit a
clustermate;and(f)Regardlessofeventage,importantcueingevents
tended to elicit clustermates more often than unimportant cueing
events.
For reasons developed above, the prevalence of event clusters
across the three time frames, the similarities in their make-up, and
the relationship between rated importance and clustering support
thenotionthateventclustersarecreatedasamatterofcourseaspeo-
ple plan for, engage in, reflect upon, and discuss goal–directed ac-
tion. Unexpectedly, this experiment also demonstrated that event
memories from the distant past are less likely to be embedded in
event clusters than are more recent event memories. Because time
from the present and the participants’ age when the events occurred
wereconfounded inthisexperiment, therearetwowaystointerpret
thisfinding.One possibilityisthatchildren aresomewhat lesslikely
to create event clusters than are (young) adults. A second possibility
isthatforgettingfromeventclustersisgradedandthat,withthepas-
sage of time (and in the absence of rehearsal), event memories that
wereonceembeddedineventclusterscometo“standalone”inauto-
biographical memory. An additional experiment, one that manipu-
latestheageofthecueingeventsandtheageoftheparticipants, will
be necessary to select between these alternatives.
EXPERIMENT 2
Event–cueingstudiesindicatethatitiscommonforretrievableevent
memories to be embedded in event clusters. This conclusion pre-
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sumes that the frequency of same–cluster responses observed in
these event–cueing experiments provides an accurate reflection of the
frequency of event clusters in long–term memory. Underpinning
thisaccurate reflection assumption areseveral others.Specifically, it
is assumed that interevent associations exist, that accessing one
eventmemoryfacilitatesretrievalofassociativelyrelatedmemories,
and that people respond to event cues with the first event memory
thatcomestomind.Italsoisassumedthatretrievaltimesareparticu-
larly fast when strong preexisting associations connect a cueing
event to a cued event and that people must fall back on a laborious
andtime-consumingretrievalprocess(involvinganiterativecycleof
cue generation, fragment retrieval, and evaluation) when thecueing
event is not directly associated with other event memories.
Although these assumptions seem reasonable, they have not been
directly tested. This leaves open the possibility that the accurate–re-
flection assumption is itself incorrect and that event–cueing results
do not provide a realistic index of cluster frequency. For example, it
is possible that participants deliberately adopt a retrieval strategy
thatfostersthegenerationofclustermates.Thiscouldhappenifpeo-
pleuse event cues to access script–like knowledge structures (Shank
&Abelson,1977)andthenusescriptknowledgetosearchfor(orcon-
struct) events of the sort that would typically precede or follow the
current cueing event. Given that scripts organize information about
common goal–directed action sequences, this strategy often would
produceeventpairsthatwouldbeclassifiedasclustermates,regard-
less of whether the items in the pair are directly associated with one
another.
Ifpeopleadoptascript–basedretrievalstrategyoriftheysimply
prefer to search first for events that make for a narrative type se-
quence, then obtained cluster frequencies might overestimate the
frequency of these structures in autobiographical memory. Alter-
natively, it could be that the actual frequency of event clusters is
underestimated by the event–cueing method. Underestimation is
a potential problem because participants are required to respond
to each cueing event with a specific personal event that is related
in some way to the cueing event, and they are prohibited from re-
sponding with minor details, emotional reactions, and the like.
Given these requirements, it is clear that each retrieved memory
has to be evaluated on a number of criteria before it could be put
forward as a response. This raises the possibility that some legiti-mate event memories (directly) accessed by the cueing event
might be rejected during the evaluation stage. If so, cluster fre-
quencies obtained from event–cueing experiments might be best
understood as providing a conservative measure of the actual
prevalence of event clusters.
The current experiment, which used a variant of the standard
five–taskevent–cueingmethod,wasdesignedtodeterminewhether
empirically derivedclusterfrequenciesprovideanaccurate indexof
underlying cluster prevalence. In this experiment, data were col-
lected from three groups: a same–narrative group, a non–narrative
group,andaneutralgroup.Whatdistinguishedthegroupsfromone
another is the instructions participants received prior to the
event–cueing task, Task 2. During the event–cueing task, partici-
pants in the same–narrative group were required to recall an event
thatcamefromthe“samestory”asthecueingevent.Incontrast,par-
ticipants in the non–narrative group were instructed to report the
firsteventmemorythatcametomind,providedthatitwasrelatedto
thecueingeventbut“notpartofthesamestory.”Finally,intheneu-
tral condition, participants were instructed to respond to the cueing
event with the first related event memory that came to mind. In this
condition,norestrictionswereplacedonthetypeofrelationshipthat
should or should not be obtained between the cued and cueing
events.
The experiment was undertaken with the expectation that the
usual pattern of cluster–status differences would be observed in the
neutral condition. Thiswould mean that Task2 RTsshould be faster
when participants retrieve same–cluster events than when they do
not, that events in clustered pairs should be very close in age, and
that events in clustered pairs should share event components more
often than events in nonclustered pairs.
Beyond providing an opportunity to replicate these cluster–status
differences, the current design made it possible to observe the effect
ofretrievalinstructionsonTask2RTs.Iftheclusterfrequenciesaccu-
rately reflect the relations that hold between event memories and if
the processing assumptions that support this view are correct, then:
(a) Task 2 RTs produced when non–narrative participants retrieve
nonclustered events should be slower than the comparable RTs col-
lectedfromparticipantsintheneutralgroup,and(b)Task2RTspro-
duced when same–narrative participants retrieve clustered events
ON THE PREVALENCE OF EVENT CLUSTERS 57shouldbethesameascomparableRTscollectedfromparticipantsin
the neutral group.
The first prediction assumes that event memories frequently are
embedded in event clusters and that processing one of these clus-
ter–embedded events during the event–cueing task often provides
direct access to other clustermates. If these assumptions are correct,
participants in the non–narrative condition will sometimes encoun-
ter clustermates during Task 2. These memories will then have to be
evaluated and discarded before a deliberate memory search is initi-
ated. In other words, direct access to information in the cueing
event’s event cluster should interfere with the ability of participants
inthenon–narrativeconditiontoretrievenonclusteredeventmemo-
ries.Alternatively, itcould bethatpeoplearebiased tosearch for(or
construct) same–narrative events and that they seek other types of
event memories only when this first process fails. This biased–re-
trieval position predicts that the retrieval of nonclustered event
memoriesduringTask2shouldbefasterinthenon–narrativecondi-
tion than in the neutral condition. In this case, the nonclustered RTs
inthenon–narrativeconditionshouldbefasterthanthoseintheneu-
tral condition because participants in the non–narrative condition
immediately should seek nonclustered event memories, whereas
those in the neutral condition should begin this secondary search of
memory only after they have unsuccessfully completed a
time-consuming search for a clustermate.
Thesecondprediction,thattheretrievalofsame–clustermemories
will be no faster in the same–narrative condition than in the neutral
condition, assumes that participants respond with the first event
memory that comes to mind. However, for reasons outlined above,
participants in the neutral condition might screen information with
some care. This screening process, combined with the occasional re-
jection of a recovered event memory (which necessitates additional
search and evaluation), would increase the average amount of time
required to respond to an event cue. It could be that retrieved infor-
mation, particularly information that is closely related to the cueing
event, is screened less carefully by same–narrative participants than
by neutral–instruction participants. If so, same–cluster Task 2 RTs
should differ between groups, with the participants in the
same–narrative group responding more rapidly than those in the
neutral group.
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PROCEDURE
With two exceptions, the procedure used in this experiment was
identical to the one used in Experiment 1. One difference concerned
Task 1 instructions. In contrast to Experiment 1, no temporal restric-
tions were placed on the age of the event memories retrieved in re-
sponsetothewordcues.Inthisexperiment,participantswerefreeto
respond to the word cues with memories from any period of their
lives. The second difference concerned requirements imposed dur-
ing Task 2. In this experiment, participants in the same–narrative
group were instructed to respond only if they could remember an
eventthatwaspartofthesamestoryasthecueingevent,andpartici-
pants in the non–narrative group were instructed to respond only if
they could remember an event that was related to the cueing event
but was not drawn from the same story. As in Experiment 1, the in-
struction in the neutral condition required that cueing and cued
events be related, but did not specify how they should be related.
PARTICIPANTS
One–hundred and ninety–six University of Alberta Introductory
Psychology students took part in this experiment. Participants, who
received course credit for their cooperation, were randomly as-
signed to conditions (with 66 per group) and were tested individu-
ally in sessions lasting from 1.5 to 2.0 hrs.
RESULTS
AsinExperiment1,datawerelostwhentheparticipantsfailedtore-
spondtothecueingwordorthecueingeventwithin90s.Inaddition,
all event descriptions were classified as being acceptable or unac-
ceptable and event pairs were eliminated when one (or both) of the
descriptions was unacceptable. Finally, all responses from partici-
pants who produced fewer than six acceptable event pairs were ex-
cluded from further analysis. These procedures resulted in the
elimination of five participants in the neutral condition, five in the
same–narrative condition, and three in the non–narrative condition.
On average, retained participants generated 10.1 acceptable event
pairs in the neutral condition and 10.5 in both the same–narrative
ON THE PREVALENCE OF EVENT CLUSTERS 59andnon–narrativegroups(F(2,182)=1.37,p>.10,MSE=2.69),yield-
ingatotalof613, 641, and662 acceptable eventpairsacrossthethree
conditions.
Data associated with acceptable event pairs generated by the re-
tained participants were subjected to the same treatment in Experi-
ment 2 as in Experiment 1. The information presented in Table 3
provides an overview of performance that takes participants as the
unit of analysis. Table 4 presents the medians, means, and percent-
ages computed separately over clustered pairs in the neutral and
same–narrative conditions and over the nonclustered pairs in the
neutral and non–narrative conditions. (Values from the clustered
pairs obtained in the non–narrative condition and nonclustered
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FIGURE 2. Median Responses Times (RTs) as a function of cluster status, for the retrieval of ac-
ceptablecuedeventsduringTask2inthesame-narrativecondition(squares),theneutralcondi-
tion (circles), and the non-narrative condition (diamonds). Experiment 2 data.pairs obtained in the narrative condition have been excluded for the
sake of expository simplicity.)
Before turning to the Task 2 RT differences that are the main focus
of this experiment, several things are worth noting about these data.
First, participants in the neutral condition reproduced the typical
pattern of cluster–status effects. In this condition, cluster retrieval
wascommon(67%)andtheeventsintheseclusteredpairsoftenwere
causally related (68%). Clustered events tended to be temporally
proximate(medianagedifference=3days)andnonclusteredevents
tendedtobetemporallydisparate(medianagedifference=459days,
Kruskal–Wallis Test χ2(1, N = 613) = 147.16, p < .0001 ). Clustered
pairs also were more likely than nonclustered pairs to involve the
samepeople(52%vs.29%;χ2(1,N=613)=27.33,p<.0001)andtotake
place in the same location (55% vs. 34%; χ2(1, N = 613) = 23.38, p <
.0001), whereas nonclustered pairs were more likely than clustered
pairs to be related by some feature not listed in the relation menu
(33% vs. 14%; χ2(1, N = 613) = 31.38, p < .0001). Finally, Task 2 RTs
were marginally faster when the cueing event accessed a clus-
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TABLE 3. Experiment 2 Averages and Standard Errors (in parenthesis), Computed
Over Participants, for MD Task 1 and Task 2 RTs, MD Task 1 and Task 2 Event Age,
MD Age Difference, Mean Task 1 and Task 2 Rated Importance, and Percent Clustered
Task 2 Instructions
Neutral Same–Narrative Non–Narrative
Task 1 RT (s)ns 7.80 (0.66) 7.53 (0.58) 6.88 (0.49)
Task 2 RT (s)** 9.40 (0.71) 8.74 (0.81) 12.75 (0.93)
Task 1 Event Age (days ago)ns 1331.34 (152.23) 1298.97 (192.22) 1006.59 (128.23)
Task 2 Event Age (days ago)* 1244.25 (146.24) 1284.93 (193.62) 798.13 (113.49)
Age Difference (days)**** 212.94 (47.05) 100.50 (88.47) 606.16 (91.63)
Task 1 Rated Importance* 3.14 (0.07) 3.29 (0.08) 3.00 (0.07)
Task 2 M Rated Importancens 3.07 (0.07) 3.02 (0.08) 3.05 (0.07)
% Clustered**** 67.74 (3.46) 93.49 (1.60) 31.02 (2.80)
Note. Superscript symbols denote significance levels derived from a one–way (between–group)
ANOVA(with2and182degreesoffreedom)performedontheindicatedmeasure.Significancelevels
associatedwiththesesymbolsareasfollows:ns=p>.10;+=0.10<p<0.05;*=p<.05;**=p<.01;***=p
< 0.001; **** = p < 0.0001.ter–mate(medianRT=7.46s)thanwhenitdidnot(medianRT=9.15
s),one–tailedKruskal–WallisTestχ2(1,N=612)=1.67,.10>p>.05.
A second important point concerns the clustering data. As ex-
pected, clustering was more common in the same–narrative condi-
tion (94%) than in the neutral condition (67%) and more common in
the neutral condition than in the non–narrative condition (30%,
F(2,182)=133.14,p<.0001,MSE=0.05.Thispatternofdifferencesin-
dicates that participants in the same–narrative and non–narrative
groups generally were able to retrieve the appropriate type of event
memory. However, these clustering rates also suggest that partici-
pants in the same–narrative condition found the task to be easier
than did those in the non–narrative condition. Consistent with this
claim, LSD tests indicate that cued events were retrieved more rap-
idly in the same–narrative condition than in the non–narrative con-
dition (see Figure 2), and this was true regardless of whether or not
the retrieved event was drawn from the same cluster as the cueing
event: for clustered pairs, Kruskal–Wallis Test χ2(1, N = 604) = 18.94,
p < .0001; and for nonclustered pairs, Kruskal–Wallis Test χ2(1, N =
499) = 5.61, p < .05.
The data presented in Figure 2 also indicate that (a) clustermates
were retrieved faster in the same–narrative condition (median RT =
6.71 s) than in the neutral condition (median RT = 7.46 s),
Kruskal–Wallis Test χ2(1, N = 1015) = 6.48, p = .01, and that (b)
nonclustered events were retrieved faster in the neutral condition
(medianRT=9.15s)thaninthenon–narrativecondition(medianRT
=11.17s),Kruskal–WallisTestχ2(1,N=662)=11.14,p<.001.Forrea-
sons developed above, the firstof these RTdifferences indicates that
clusterratesprovideaconservativeestimateoftheunderlyingprev-
alence of event clusters in memory, and the second rules out biased
search (or biased reconstruction) as the main reason for the frequent
retrieval of clustermates.
DISCUSSION
In brief, the usual cluster–status effects were obtained in the neutral
condition. Relative to this baseline, the retrieval restriction imposed
bytheTask2instructionshadoppositeeffectsontheperformancein
the same–narrative and non–narrative conditions. In the same–nar-
rative condition, participants almost always were able to retrieve
clustermates in response to event cues and they responded rapidly
when they did. In the non–narrative condition, event retrieval was
62 BROWNslow, and the retrieved events sometimes conformed to the task re-
quirements, but often did not. Despite explicit instructions to avoid
“same–story” responses, 30% of the cued events were drawn from
the same cluster as the cueing event.
These results provide additional support for the notion that event
clusters play a central role in organizing autobiographical memory
at the event level. Indeed, the high cluster rates and short retrieval
times observed in the same–narrative condition suggest that previ-
ously reported cluster rates underestimate the actual frequency of
these structures. At the same time, RTs in the non–narrative condi-
tionsuggestthatclustermate accessisnotonlycommon butalsodif-
ficult to avoid. The fact that participants in thiscondition responded
toeventcueswithclustermatesonmanytrialsalsoisconsistentwith
this point.
Thereis,however,analternativeinterpretationforthesurprising
level of same–cluster responses obtained in the non–narrative con-
dition,onethatcouldthreatentheinterpretationofclusterratesob-
tained under other conditions. Recall that events are considered to
be members of the same cluster when participants indicate that the
paired events are causally related, nested one within the other, or
part of the same story. It could be that people are predisposed to
perceive causal relations between events or that they sometimes
makeanefforttounderstandconcurrentlypresentedeventsasepi-
sodes drawn from the same story. Ifso, these tendencies could bias
performanceontherelation–codingtask,makingeventclustersap-
pear more common than they actually are. Cluster–status differ-
ences in RT, event dating, and (non–cluster defining) relation
codingargueagainstthisinterpretationandindicatethatclustered
event pairs differ from nonclustered event pairs in many ways. In
addition, there are data from a third experiment that demonstrate
thatpeoplearenotpronetoperceivecasualrelationswheretheydo
not exist.
In this follow–up study, participants were presented with one set
of18wordcuesduringTask1andwithadifferentsetof18wordcues
during Task 2. In both tasks, participants were required to respond
withthefirstspecificpersonaleventthatcame tomind. Task3wasa
modified version of the relation–coding task described above. Dur-
ingthistask,participantswerepresentedwitheventpairscreatedby
randomly selecting (without replacement) one event description
fromTask1andoneeventdescriptionfromTask2.Asbefore,partic-
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.ipants were presented with a pair of events and were required to in-
dicate how the events were related. In this case, participants had to
indicate whether the events in the current pair referred to the same
people,tookplaceinthesamelocation,orinvolvedthesameactivity.
Theyalsowererequiredtoindicatewhetheroneoftheeventscaused
the other and whether the events were related in some way not
mentioned in the relation menu.
In this experiment, only 2% of 904 acceptable event pairs were
judged to be causally related. Whereas 13% of these randomly
matched event pairs involved the same people, 7% took place in the
samelocation,5%involvedthesameactivity,and17%overlappedin
a way that was not specified by the relation menu. Given these re-
sults, it seems reasonable to conclude that the unexpectedly high
clusterrateobserved inthenon–narrative condition isareflection of
thestructural importance oftheevent cluster and not a consequence
of a bias in the way that people perceive or report between–event
relations.
CONCLUSION
Insummary,twoevent–cueingexperimentsweredescribedinthisarti-
cle. In Experiment 1, the age of the cueing event was manipulated be-
tween groups. Consistent with prior research, this experiment
indicated that event memories are commonly embedded in story–like
event clusters and that important event cues are somewhat more likely
to elicit clustermates than unimportant event cues. It also turned out
that the retrieval of clustermates was less common when the cueing
eventswerefromthedistantpast(i.e.,childhood)thanwhentheywere
fromtherecentpast(i.e.,highschool)orthepastweek.InExperiment2,
retrievalrestrictionswereincludedaspartoftheevent–cueingtaskasa
wayofdeterminingwhetheraretrievalbiaswasbehindthefrequentre-
call of same–cluster event memories. Not only were between–group
differences in RTs and cluster rates inconsistent with a biased–retrieval
explanation, these data indicated that cluster rates produced under
neutral instructions provide a conservative estimate of the underlying
prevalence of event clusters in autobiographical memory.
Thesedataraisesomeissuesthatshouldbeaddressedbyfuture
research. One of these concerns the relation between event age
andclusterrates.AsnotedinthediscussionfollowingExperiment
1,itshouldbepossibletouseacross–sectionaldesigntoselectbe-
tween a developmental–encoding account of this phenomenon
66 BROWNandasimpleaccountbasedonforgetting.Asecondissueconcerns
the processes that create and maintain event clusters. Earlier in
this article, the prevalence of event clusters and the relationship
between clustering and event importance has been taken as evi-
dence for a matter–of–course account of clustering. In other
words,itappearsthateventclustersarecreatedasaby–productof
the processes required to coordinate goal–directed behavior over
time. At this point, what is needed is more information about the
exactnatureoftheseprocessesandtheirmnemonicimpact.Inthis
context, it is encouraging that clustering is common even when
events are very recent. This raises the possibility that processes
that create and maintain event clusters might be studied in the
laboratory or at least very near to it.
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